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Challenge F: Pull-to-Refresh 
Animations 
The pull-to-refresh control looks great so far, but what would take it to the next 
level is some fun animations. In this challenge, you’ll start by adding some basic 
animations into the mix, and you’ll end with some repeating clouds. 

Part 1: “Ready” Sign 
It would be nice if the user had some kind of visual indication that they have 
dragged far enough to trigger a refresh. You will do this by displaying a “ready” 
sign when the user has dragged far enough. 

To do this, add three new private properties to the top of RWTRefreshView.m: 

@property (strong, nonatomic) UIImageView *sign; 
@property (strong, nonatomic) RWTRefreshItem *readyItem; 
@property (assign, nonatomic) BOOL showingReadyItem; 

Here you have the image view for the sign to display, the refresh item that will 
store the final point (and help you figure out the start point), and a boolean that 
keeps track of whether you are currently showing the ready item. 

Next, add this code to the bottom of setupItems: 

self.sign = [[UIImageView alloc] initWithImage: 
  [UIImage imageNamed:@"sign"]]; 
self.readyItem = [[RWTRefreshItem alloc] initWithView:self.sign  
  centerEnd:CGPointMake(CGRectGetMidX(self.bounds),  
    CGRectGetHeight(self.bounds) –  
    CGRectGetHeight(self.sign.bounds)/2)  
  parallaxRatio:0.5f sceneHeight:kSceneHeight]; 
[self addSubview:self.readyItem.view]; 

This creates a sign and sets its target position to the bottom of the scene. 

Next, add this new method to the bottom of the file: 

- (void)showReadyItem:(BOOL)show { 
  if (self.showingReadyItem == show) return; 
   
  self.showingReadyItem = show; 
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  [UIView animateWithDuration:0.2 delay:0 
options:UIViewAnimationOptionCurveEaseOut|UIViewAnimationOptionBeg
inFromCurrentState animations:^{ 
    [self.readyItem centerForProgress:show ? 1.f : 0.f]; 
  } completion:nil]; 
} 

This method either shows or hides the sign. It first checks to see if you’re calling 
this with the same show/hide status as it currently has, and if so bails. Otherwise, it 
performs an animation to either show or hide the sign. 

Add these lines to the end of scrollViewDidScroll: to call this method:  

if (self.progress >= 1.0) { 
  [self showReadyItem:YES]; 
} else { 
  [self showReadyItem:NO]; 
} 

This will make the sign appear when the user has dragged far enough, and 
disappear otherwise. 

Finally, also hide the sign at the end of beginRefreshing: 

[self showReadyItem:NO]; 

You are hiding the sign here because soon you will be making some animations to 
make the cat fly off into the air when the user releases. 

Build and run, and enjoy the new sign animation! This should help make it a lot 
more clear to the user when they’ve pulled far enough to trigger a refresh. 
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Part 2: Basic Animations 
Next, let’s perform some animations when the user triggers a refresh. For now, 
we’ll make the cat and cape wiggle, and scroll the ground and buildings offscreen. 

To do this, simply add these lines of code to the bottom of beginRefreshing: 

// Wiggle cat/cape 
self.capeBack.transform = CGAffineTransformMakeRotation(-M_PI/32); 
self.cat.transform = CGAffineTransformMakeTranslation(1.0, 0); 
[UIView animateWithDuration:0.2 delay:0 options: 
  UIViewAnimationOptionRepeat|UIViewAnimationOptionAutoreverse  
  animations:^{ 
  self.capeBack.transform =  
    CGAffineTransformMakeRotation(M_PI/32); 
  self.cat.transform = CGAffineTransformMakeTranslation(-1.0, 0); 
} completion:^(BOOL finished) { 
     
}]; 
 
// Move ground 
[UIView animateWithDuration:1.f delay:0.25  
  options:UIViewAnimationOptionCurveEaseIn animations:^{ 
  self.ground.center = CGPointMake(self.ground.center.x,  
    self.ground.center.y + kSceneHeight); 
  self.buildings.center = CGPointMake(self.buildings.center.x,  
    self.buildings.center.y + kSceneHeight); 
} completion:^(BOOL finished) { 
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}]; 

The first section sets some transforms on the cat and cape to make them 
continuously wiggle back and forth. The second section updates the center of the 
ground and buildings to scroll down the height of the scene so they are offscreen. 

Note that the first section’s animation is set to repeat forever. So when the user 
stops scrolling, you need to stop this animation and reset the transform back to the 
identity. To do this, add the following lines of code to endRefreshing, right after the 
line that sets the content inset of the scroll view: 

self.capeBack.transform = CGAffineTransformIdentity; 
self.cat.transform = CGAffineTransformIdentity; 
[self.capeBack.layer removeAllAnimations]; 
[self.cat.layer removeAllAnimations]; 

And that’s it! Build and run, and enjoy your cool new animation. 

 

Uber Haxx0r Challenge: Cloud Animations 
Your third and final challenge is to add some continuously scrolling clouds as super 
cat flies into the air. 

There are three cloud images included in the project. You could add a bunch of 
each to the scene and animate them individually, but you may find it easier to 
create a UIView that’s the size of the scene, and place several clouds as subviews. 
If you make two of these views, you can line one up after the other, and move both 
down at the same rate. When one goes offscreen, simply move it back to the top. 

If you get this working, congrats – you have a super sweet pull-to-refresh! 


